BREAKTHROUGH ADVANCES IN
TILE CLEANING TECHNOLOGY
Even the most
beautiful homes
can be marred by
the appearance of
tiles suffering from
stains built up on the
porous tile surfaces.
In the past, options for
effectively cleaning
tiles were pretty
disappointing. You
could spend hours
scrubbing your tiles
and grout on your
hands and knees. Or,
you could rip out the
tiles and replace them
with new ones… at a
high cost to both your
pocket and your
home life.

Thankfully, a breakthrough
in hard floor surface cleaning
technology now makes it possible
to achieve truly sparkling tile floors
without back-breaking effort.
C&M Cleaning Services use a
revolutionary clean and capture
system to restore tiles to their
original shine and beauty. With
one pass, stained and tired tiles
are transformed into a floor that
sparkles with its original vibrant
colours. The specialised equipment
penetrates deep into porous
surfaces by pummeling stains
with a steady stream of highly
pressurised water which kept at a
constant temperature of 250°C.
This system is so effective, tiles

can be rejuvenated in less than
15 minutes. Mark from C&M
Cleaning Services said:
“People are amazed at the
difference that can be achieved
in such a short time. I’ve had
clients say, ‘You mean the grout is
actually cream?’ after the cleaning
process has been completed”
They almost don’t believe it!
Joyce Thompson from Belfast uses
C&M Cleaning Services every
year to clean her kitchen tiles. She
said: “The comments from my
neighbours and friends when C&M
finish cleaning is fantastic. I would
recommend C&M to anyone who
is looking for any tiling that needs

cleaned. You wouldn’t even know
they are there, but you’ll certainly
know they have been.”
To truly appreciate how this
amazing clean and capture system
renews tile and grout lines you need
to see it in action. Quite simply,
the difference is night & day. Call
C&M today to arrange a FREE no
obligation demonstration.
C&M Cleaning Services,
33 Hollymount, Belfast,
BT10 0GN
Tel: 028 9043 6694
Visit:
www.cm-cleaningservices.com

The Only Guaranteed Way To Bring
Your Tiles Back To Their Original State
No Fuss, No Hassle & No Mess
By using the latest technology & equipment, it’s the ONLY proven way to restore and
clean your surfaces to a quality that you never thought was possible.
In a short space of time, you will see for yourself how
we professionally clean your tile and grout area back
to its original state by using the latest technology and
equipment. Our customers say we have provided the
best tile cleaning service available and that’s why our
reputation is spotless. Since 2003, we have had hundreds
of happy customers from around Northern Ireland.

Call Today for a FREE
Cleaning Demonstration
028 9043 6694

10% OFF

Until
31st August
2012
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